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Testi in adozione: Libri di testo: Claudia Radini, Valeria Radini NEW DENTAL TOPICS, English
for Dentistry and Dental Technology, Hoepli ;
Simona Gatti, Larry Stone “GRAMMAR HUB”, A. Mondadori
- MATERIALE SU CLASSROOM
- FOTOCOPIE
- Link ( video e altro)
Grammar Revision: object pronouns; possessive adjectives/pronouns; questions words. Present
simple/present continuous; adverbs and expressions of frequency; active / stative verbs. Countable/
uncountable nouns. Some/Any . Adverbs of quantity. Prepositions of time/place. Like /dislike verbs
+ ing Form. CAN, MUST, have to/ . Imperative form. Past simple (be) /there was/were; past simple
(can). Regular and Irregular verbs.(Aff. Neg. Interr. Forms / Short answers.
The future tenses
Functions: introducing oneself; showing interests; making a presentation. Likes and dislikes.
Asking for and giving directions. Describing current situations. Description of the objects and their
function. Daily routine. Asking for permission and specific information or reacting to information.
Talking about past events; describing what happened. Talking about dates of birth. Planning an
event, making predictions and expressing intentions.
Vocabulary: appearance; personality adjectives; objects and materials; colours; cardinal/ordinal
numbers; countries and nationalities; sports and jobs. Holidays, activities/places.
Grammar: Present perfect simple; present perfect (ever/never/just/already/yet); Present perfect vs
past simple; been and gone; duration form (for/since).
Should / shouldn’t; Would like to...../ I’d like to... ;Could/couldn’t.
Conditionals: zero, 1st, 2nd,3rd.
Relative pronouns and relative clauses. Linkers
Functions: Talking about life experiences.Talking about past habits and imaginary situations.
Giving instructions; making suggestions.
Microlanguage
The field of dentistry
The dental technician: his/her tasks and skills
The tooth; The mouth
Hints to dental issues and procedures
https://youtu.be/uXbbk_n5vxg?feature=shared
https://youtu.be/4S_aC3dN7l8
Vocabulary
Basic glossary regarding the field of dentistry
Measurement (classroom)
UDA di Ed. Civica “Sustainability”
https://youtu.be/gTamnlXbgqc?feature=shared
What is sustainability?
The importance of Education; Environmental sustainability; Renewable and Non Renewable energy
sources. What is the 2030 Agenda?
Readings
Job with a FUTURE (fotocopia)
Penicillin: the Miracle Medicine (fotocopia)
Education will shape the future
The rule of law and the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development
Per chi ha ricevuto il debito l’esame consisterà in 2 prove: 1 scritta e 1 orale

La Spezia, 23/6/2024 L’insegnante (Paola Pellistri)


